We propose a new approach for motion-compensated, reduced-order model Kalman ltering for restoration of progressive and interlaced video. In the case of interlaced inputs, the proposed lter also performs deinterlacing. In contrast to the literature, both motion-compensation and reduced-order state modeling are achieved by augmenting the observation equation, as opposed to modifying the state-transition equation. The proposed modeling, which includes the 2-D ROMKF of Angwin and Kaufman as a special case, results in signi cant performance improvement in xed-lag Kalman ltering of space-varying blurred images. This is demonstrated by experimental results.
Introduction
Digital video acquired by consumer camcorders or high speed cameras (used in industrial vision and/or tracking high speed objects) is often degraded by linear space-varying (LSV) blur and additive noise. The goal of video (image sequence) restoration is to estimate each image as it would appear without the e ects of sensor and optics degradations. Image sequence restoration becomes especially important when still images from video are desired. This is because the blur and noise can become rather objectionable when observing a \freeze-frame," although they may not be visible to the human eye at usual frame rates. Since many video signals encountered in practice are interlaced, we address the cases of both progressively sampled and interlaced video.
A degenerate case of image sequence restoration is processing each image independently, using only data from that particular image without inter-image modeling. For this case, a variety of image restoration methods are available 1]. Methods particularly suitable for LSV restoration are the 2-D reduced update Kalman ltering (RUKF) 2,3], 2-D reduced order model Kalman ltering (ROMKF) 4, 5] , and projections onto convex sets (POCS) 6]. For the case of Kalman ltering, propagating and updating the entire state requires a prohibitively large amount of processing. To reduce this computational burden, the RUKF propagates the entire state, but limits updates to only within a neighborhood of the present pixel; whereas the ROMKF truncates the state to a local neighborhood of the present pixel by employing a suboptimal state propagation equation. These methods, however, cannot make use of the temporal information in the sequence.
Deblurring of image sequences has bene ted from taking into account multichannel and temporal correlations 7{9]. Early work has posed restoration of image sequences under the more general scenario of restoration of multichannel images 7, 8] . Each image in the sequence is considered to be a channel, and between channel correlations are used within the context of Kalman ltering. This work, however, does not make use of motion compensation to further increase the inter-image correlations. Later Ozkan et al. 9 ] have proposed a motion-compensated multiframe Wiener lter to further strengthen the temporal correlations within the model. Their algorithms, however, are restricted to linear shift-invariant (LSI) blur functions. More recently, Woods and Kim 10] have extended the RUKF to image sequences, to obtain the motion compensated reduced update Kalman lter (MCRUKF). In the MCRUKF, a spatio-temporal auto-regressive (AR) model is used to account for inter-frame correlations. Although the MCRUKF framework is general enough to account for LSV blur functions, it has only been applied to image sequences degraded solely by noise. The main drawback is its high computational burden.
In this paper, we propose a new motion-compensated reduced order model lter (MCROMKF) for restoration of progressive and interlaced video. The following novelties are o ered: i) A new approach for reduced order modeling is proposed which reduces the model order by augmenting the observation equation, and includes the ROMKF 4] as a special case. ii) We analyze the e ect of xed-lag recursive ltering of LSV blurred images with varying blur support sizes, and conclude that a homogeneous-mean AR image model, used in many Kalman ltering formulations 2, 4, 7, 8, 11{ 13] , is especially vulnerable to creating artifacts in this case. To solve this modeling problem we propose a new motion compensation (MC) strategy and mean-residual signal modeling (which are discussed in the next two items). iii) A new MC strategy that e ectively reduces artifacts caused by xed-lag recursive LSV ltering is proposed, that is realized by further augmenting the observation equation. iv) The proposed MCROMKF is extended to include mean-residual signal modeling. We note that the mean-residual modeling has been applied to RUKF by Woods and Jeng 14], however their method assumes no blurring in the observation, and cannot be trivially extended to the case of LSV blur addressed in this paper. v) A method for simultaneous restoration and deinterlacing is proposed in the case of interlaced input sequences.
The paper is organized as follows: The proposed reduced order modeling and motion-compensated modeling are developed in Section 2. In Section 3, several possible implementations of the Kalman lter are considered, including a direct application, a mean-residual lter, and application to interlaced video. In Section 4, simulation results are presented to demonstrate the e cacy of the proposed lters.
Modeling
In this section the video modeling is elucidated. Both the underlying statistical nature of the video signal and the acquisition process are modeled. The statistical modeling directly includes only spatial information and is based on a causal 2-D AR model. Because our intent is to perform video restoration via application of the well-known Kalman ltering equations, the statistical modeling is expressed in state-space form. In this case, the state is composed of the image pixels required to properly formulate the statistical model. The video acquisition model uses an LSV blur kernel to express the observed video in terms of the aforementioned state. This is the extent to which previous AR model based state-space formulations have used the observation equation. We further augment the observation equation to include spatial and motion information. It is this extension that allows the order of the state-space model to be reduced while still enabling the application of the Kalman ltering equations.
This section begins with the derivation of the reduced-order state-transition equation, and then proceeds to delineate the augmented observation equation. Since the intended use of the state-space model is within the framework of xed-lag Kalman ltering (smoothing), the e ects of the state model on the ensuing Kalman lter will also be discussed here. is no temporal recursion in the model. The index k simply states that a di erent set of model coe cients may be employed at each frame, if so desired. The state de nition for the state-space model then requires, at a minimum, the number of image pixels required to contain the support S c (m 1 ; m 2 ; k). This may, for example, require the state to contain all the shaded pixels in Figure 1 . The challenge for Kalman lter designs aimed at image processing is to maintain the smallest possible state that allows for a reasonable state propagation. In our case we would like the state to propagate to the right in Figure 1 , so that the pixels enclosed in the bold outline can be estimated using both the previous state consisting of the shaded pixels in the Figure, and To demonstrate the structure of the matrices in (2), consider the following example, in which the structure of the state is depicted in Fig. 2 . This state structure is due to attributing a nonsymmetric half plane (NSHP) support to the AR model. In the gure, the grid de ned by the dotted lines depicts the location of image pixels, and the pixels outlined in bold boxes belong to the state f(m 1 ; m 2 ; k). If It is evident that the state depicted in Fig. 2 propogates to the right as the index m 1 in (3) increases. As previously noted, the last row in the state transition matrix is populated entirely by zeroes, and thus the last element in the state vector cannot be modeled via the state transition matrix.
Reduced-Order State-Transition Equation
From the example expressed in (3), it is evident that the pixels belonging to f d (m 1 ; m 2 ; k) are located at the far right portion of the state. To further clarify this point, the propagation of the state is depicted in Fig. 1 . The shaded region of the pixel grid corresponds to the pixels belonging to the state vector f(m 1 ? 1; m 2 ; k). The pixels within the solid outline belong to f(m 1 ; m 2 ; k). Any shaded pixel within f(m 1 ; m 2 ; k) will be modeled using a 1 entry in the appropriate column of C 1 or C 2 . The pixel pointed to by the arrow with label \AR model pixel" is modeled using the auto-regressive model from (1) . The pixels at the leading edge of the state, which do not overlap with a shaded region from f(m 1 ? 1; m 2 ; k), belong to f d (m 1 ; m 2 ; k).
Augmented Observation Equation
The observation equation is used to incorporate three types of information. First, spatial information regarding the blur formation model is included. This is the extent of the information included in most Kalman ltering formulations. This portion of the observation equation expresses a single 
Noncausal LSV Blur Observation
The spatial blur formation model is given by 
Please note once again that the (m 1 ; m 2 ; k) terms have been dropped from the observation matrix, H, in order to render the equations less unwieldy. The spatial and temporal variance of the observation matrix is still valid for equations (10) and (11).
Kalman Filtering
In this section we apply three di erent Kalman lter strategies to the state-transition (2) and augmented observation (10) models developed in Section 2. First, the mechanics of running the lter, with direct application of the Kalman ltering equations, are explained. It is shown that the proposed motion compensation alleviates most artifacts caused by the combination of using a homogeneous mean AR model, and performing xed-lag ltering. Then, a mean-residual version of the lter is proposed to further address the de ciency of the homogeneous-mean image model. Last, a method for ltering of interlaced video is proposed.
Direct Filtering
Given the state-transition and augmented observation equations (2) and (10), respectively, the well-known Kalman ltering equations 15] can be applied to estimate the state in the mean square error sense. The resulting Kalman lter equations are provided in Appendix A. Some important notation introduced in Appendix A is now described.
In any Kalman lter the salient quantities include covariance matrices for the noise processes included in the state-space model, the observation noise(s), and the ltering errors. This last covariance matrix is referred to as the error covariance matrix. The error covariance matrix for the predictable portion of the state, denoted by P pp , is expressed as P pp = Eff p f t p g, where Ef g denotes the statistical expectation operator. The other error covariance matrices P dd and P pd are similarly de ned. The variance of p is denoted by We have already indicated thatf d (m 1 ; m 2 ; k) can be estimated using the update from the most recent state that contains the pixels belonging tof d (m 1 ; m 2 ; k) (see Fig. 4 ). The matrix Q dd (m 1 ; m 2 ; k) can be assumed to be diagonal, and the diagonal elements are set to the appropriate diagonal entries in the error covariance matrix P pp from the most recent state update used to estimatef d (m 1 ; m 2 ; k). Since we assume that the elements of d are uncorrelated to both each other and the pixels of the state, this is the statistical information that is sacri ced when the state order is reduced (spatially in this case). In the ROMKF proposed by Angwin and Kaufman, the same statistical sacri ce is made. Indeed, we show in Appendix B that their ROMKF is a special case of our proposed lter, which is realized when the noise terms 0 d are white and have variance that approaches 1 in the limit, and when h MC = O. One reasonable choice for Q 0 dd , then, is to use this limiting case in which the diagonal values approach 1.
Much like the observation for the unpredictable pixels within the state,f MC (m 1 ? d 1 ; m 2 ? d 2 ; k ? 1) is set equal to a best available Kalman estimate. In this case, however, the estimate is from the previous frame, and a motion compensation must rst be performed. We choose to estimate motion between the degraded observations (4) of the current and previous images, which have time indexes k and k?1, respectively. The proposed MCROMKF system is depicted in Fig. 6 , where the output of the MC lter consists of both the restored image and an image containing the estimation error variances for each pixel in the restoration. Both the restored images and their error variance images are motion compensated, and then subsequently used by the ROM lter to estimate the next eld. The noise term v MC (m 1 ; m 2 ; k) represents both the uncertainty of the previous estimate of the observed pixel, and the motion estimation error. We assume this noise term is white, and defer discussing the impact of this assumption momentarily. Continuing, because the motion estimation is performed on the degraded images, it is reasonable to assume the errors due to restoration and motion estimation are uncorrelated. The variance of the error term v MC (m 1 ; m 2 ; k), 2 v MC (m 1 ; m 2 ; k), is then the sum of the previous frame restoration error for this pixel, and the variance of the error due to motion estimation. The variance due to the previous frame restoration can be obtained from a MC error covariance matrix relevant to the last update for the pixel being used as the MC observation,f MC (m 1 ? d 1 ; m 2 ? d 2 ; k ? 1). The variance of the error due to motion estimation is approximated from the displaced frame di erence image (DFD), formed by the absolute di erence between the current image, and a MC estimate of the previous image. The local variance of the DFD image is used as the motion estimation noise variance.
Just as the spatial order of the lter is reduced by using white noise for d (m 1 ; m 2 ; k), the temporal order of the lter is reduced, relative to the MCRUKF spatio-temporal lter proposed by Woods and Kim 10], by assuming that v MC (m 1 ; m 2 ; k) is white. To further elaborate, the MCRUKF will increase the state size in order to include temporal information via the 3-D AR model. This increase in the size of the state in turn increases the dimensionality of the error covariance matrix. In the case of MCRUKF, then, the error cross-correlations that need to be computed and stored include those between the temporal components of the state and every other member of the state (within the update region of the reduced update). For larger blur sizes this increased computational demand can be substantial. In contrast, our proposed method of reducing the temporal lter order assumes those cross-correlation terms are zero and only computes the variance of the error for the temporal information. Thus, our method trades o statistical information versus computational burden. This is why our lter is more appropriate when larger blur sizes are considered and processing power is not in nite.
We have claimed that MC ltering can signi cantly improve xed-lag recursive restoration of images degraded by LSV blurs. To fully understand why motion compensation is especially helpful in this case, let's consider what happens when motion-compensation is turned o , i.e. h MC = O t . This discussion is also applicable to the RUKF and ROMKF 4]. When the PSF has most of its energy in the vicinity of o, and also very little energy about x (see Fig. 3 ), xed-lag recursive ltering can produce restorations plagued by severe artifacts. This problem can be understood by closely examining the prediction and update equations, (16) and (18) (19) , respectively. From the Kalman gain equation (18) , when h 1 is small in the vicinity of x the Kalman gain vector will also be small in the same vicinity. This gain is used in (19) , and as a result only a small amount of the residual term is added to the predictionf b (m 1 ; m 2 ; k) in the vicinity of x. As the update step in (19) is the only place where the observation is used in the Kalman lter, the estimate will rely heavily on the prediction occurring according to (16) . However, the prediction is carried out under the modeling assumption that the image to be restored is a realization of a homogeneous random eld. Thus, if the prediction starts with an initialization at the left image edge, and propagates to the right in the horizontal direction with no strong update occurring, the local mean of the estimate will remain constant. Although the propagation of the state through the image will eventually cause a strong update to occur at all pixels (after a xed-lag), this update will not be able to compensate completely for the prediction errors that have already been made.
The proposed Kalman lter injects temporal information regarding the pixel x in Fig. 3 by means of the augmented observation equation (10) , due to h MC . Thus, even where the update due to the observation g(m 1 ; m 2 ; k) is weak, the prediction errors will be immediately corrected via temporal observations.
Residual Mean Filtering
The temporal observation has just been shown to mitigate the problems encountered when applying the spatial-only lter to the case of LSV blurs. The cause of the problem is found to be the the homogeneous mean assumption implicit in the image model (1) . Indeed, it has been demonstrated by Kuan et. al. 16 ] that many images of interest can not be modeled e ectively using a homogeneous mean image model. Therefore, this section extends the proposed MCROMKF using the residual-mean image model.
We assume that the predictable portion of the state, f p (m 1 ; m 2 ; k), can be modeled by the sum of a deterministic and slowly varying mean image f (m 1 ; m 2 ; k), and a homogeneous random eld f r (m 1 ; m 2 ; k), the residual, as: where the last term is recognized as a deterministic input.
In practice, the mean term f (m 1 ; m 2 ; k) is not known, and will need to be estimated. We have found that estimating the mean from the input video by using a 3x3 pixel averaging operation is e ective. The noise from these estimates can be taken into account by expanding the terms r p and d p in (14) . The complete state-space model for Kalman ltering now is formed by equations (14) and (10) . Because only the image model has been altered, the Kalman ltering equations given in (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) are valid with only the following minor changes. First, the matrices C 1 and C 2 are replaced with C r 1 and C r 2 respectively. Second, the prediction equation (16) will include the e ect of the deterministic term from (14).
Filtering Interlaced Video
For the case of interlaced video, either the even or odd lines of each image will be absent. The initial state estimate can be obtained by vertically interpolating the intializations for the rows that are present. When running the lter, the prediction step can occur as usual; however, the update can only be carried out where an observation is present. Therefore, a spatial update using g 1 (o 1 ; o 2 ; k) from (5) can only occur for the lines that are present in the video eld. This is accomplished in a straghtforward manner, by using an observation equation that omits the g 1 (o 1 ; o 2 ; k) term from (10) . Because the state remains unchanged, the lter will compute the error covariance terms appropriately.
Results
In this section, three simulations are conducted to demonstrate di erent aspects of the proposed lter. In the rst simulation, the e ects of the proposed modeling are tested on a still sequence. A still sequence is one where interframe motion vectors are always zero. The second simulation demonstrates the e ectiveness of ltering a progressive video sequence, and compares the proposed reduced-order model spatio-temporal lter to both an intra-frame ltering method using its spatial only lter counterpart, and a POCS-based 6] intra-frame method. We do not compare to other inter-frame Kalman ltering formulations since none have been designed to handle a blur as spacevarying as the one we use. Also in this simulation, the robustness of the proposed lter in the presence of motion estimation errors is demonstrated. The third simulation provides an application of the proposed lter to an interlaced video sequence. In all the simulations, the motion consists of a rotation about a speci ed point within the image. The simulation images are computed by cutting an appropriate section from a base image. The blur is modeled assuming that the imaging sensor consists of square elements, and has a non-zero aperture time (which causes motion blurring). Because the motion is rotational, the blur will be LSV, i.e., its support will change with spatial coordinates. Motion information is needed for both computing the blur function, and performing motion compensation during temporal Kalman ltering. Unless stated otherwise, we assume that the motion is known, since the task of estimating these motions can be accurately carried out using a number of existing methods 17{19] (we demonstrate the e ect of motion estimation in the second set of simulations). The aperture time is taken to be 0.8 times the frame period. In addition to the blurring, 30dB or 40dB Gaussian noise is added to all images. The AR model parameters can be estimated on either a local or global basis 1]. We chose to use a global model for the reason of keeping down the computational burden, since the residual mean ltering method proposed in this paper will o er a degree of model adaption at a minimum cost. The global AR model coe cients used in the experiments were estimated using the Lena image, and conform to a 1x1x1 NSHP support. The model variance was estimated to be 1000.
The measure of improvement used to compare the restoration results is decibals of improvement, de ned as dBi = 10log( 
Simulation 1
In this simulation, we compare a spatial version of our lter (equivalent to ROMKF), a spatial version of our lter using residual mean modeling, and a spatio-temporal lter using a still sequence. This experiment demonstrates that injecting temporal information compensates for image model errors in a stable manner. The image motion that caused the blur for this simulation is a rotation of three degrees, centered about the point (192; 192) , in a 256x256 image. The additive noise is at 40dB.
The restoration using the spatial lter with a homogeneous mean modeling assumption produces 3.2dBi, while the restoration using the residual mean modeled spatial lter produces 5.6dBi. The spatio-temporal lter, which also uses the residual mean model, produces 7.7dBi after 6 iterations (i.e., using 6 frames of the still sequence). Because the temporal information is injected at the location of the pixel predicted by the AR model, it is clear that spatial variations of the image model that are not explicitly taken into account by the modeling process, are being compensated for using the proposed ltering scheme. The dBi results for this experiment are plotted vs the iteration number in Fig. 7 . Restoration results are shown in Fig. 8 . Note that the poor dBi value of the lter using the homogeneous mean assumption (3.2dBi) is caused by incorrect adaption to the local mean, as would be expected.
Simulation 2
This experiment compares ltering a progressively sampled motion image sequence using three di erent lters. The rst lter is the proposed residual mean modeled, spatial only lter, applied to each frame in the sequence. The second lter is the proposed MC residual mean lter. By comparing these two lters we can show the e cacy of using temporal information. The third lter is based on the method of POCS. The POCS lter is iterative, and as a result, the number of computations required to perform the restoration are not known until convergence is attained and the restoration is complete. POCS should be more robust, however, since it is not restricted to being a causal and recursively computable lter, like the Kalman lter proposed here (it is the recursive nature of the Kalman lter that allows the number of computations required for a restoration to be known a-priori). The last part of this simulation involves applying the spatio-temporal Kalman lter, when the motion is estimated from the degraded images. In this case, the LSV blur is also estimated from the motion vectors. For the motion estimation, we use the method discussed in 17] for estimating a six-parameter motion model.
The motion used for this simulation is a rotation, by 4 degrees per frame, about the center of each image. Three images are simulated to form an input image sequence. The third image, the degraded third image, and the restorations for the last frame of the sequence, are provided in Fig. 9 . In Table 1 , the results of applying the Kalman lters are listed for the cases of 30dB and 40 dB additive noise. It is clear from the table that the proposed spatio-temporal Kalman lter performs better than the spatial-only lter, as expected. For the POCS results, convergence required 20 iterations, and the parameters used are the same as in 6]. It is evident that single eld POCS outperforms the Kalman ltering methods when no motion compensation is used, but the addition of motion information enables the spatio-temporal Kalman lter to perform similarly to POCS. This result is of consequence since the spatio-temporally recursive Kalman lter is performing on par with a non-resursive iterative method, whose computation time is not known a-priori. Lastly, when estimated motion is used for the 40dB case, the last frame restoration attains 8.29dBi, which is very close to the value of 8.38dBi achieved assuming the motion is known.
Simulation 3
This simulation demonstrates ltering interlaced video. The test sequence is the same as in the last simulation, with odd lines discarded in even numbered elds, and even lines discarded in odd numbered elds. In this case we compare three lters: the spatial ROMKF, the spatial residual mean modeled lter, and the spatio-temporal residual mean lter. The additive noise in this case is at 40dB. The results are tabulated in Table 2 . It is evident from the table that spatio-temporal ltering outperforms frame-by-frame spatial ltering, as expected. The restorations are provided in Fig. 10 .
It is also noteworthy that the single frame residual mean lter performs signi cantly better than the ROMKF with no residual mean modeling. This is due to the lack of updates on every other line. With no mechanism for the prediction to adapt to the local image properties, the ROMKF lter prediction becomes unreliable, as can be seen by the artifacts along the vertical line in the center of the image in Fig. 10 .
Conclusion
We have proposed a new spatio-temporal reduced-order model Kalman lter for processing image sequences degraded by LSV blurs and additive noise. The spatial portion of the lter has been shown to be a generalization of the well-known ROMKF 4], and the temporal portion is a natural extension of this proposed formulation. We have also proposed a variation that employs a nonhomogeneous mean AR model. This residual-mean modeling becomes especially important when the proposed lter is applied to a single image (where a sequence may not be available). Further, we have adapted the proposed spatio-temporal lter to restore both interlaced and progressive video. Through simulations, the proposed lters have been shown to e ectively restore images degraded by LSV blur functions whose shapes and support sizes change over the image.
Appendix A: Kalman Filtering Equations
The Kalman ltering equations for the state-transition equation (2) , and observation equation (10) , are given in this appendix. The equations are computed by simply plugging the model into a generic form of the Kalman lter 15], and carrying out the resulting algebra. To simplify the notation, a superscript of ? indicates the space-time coordinate of (m 1 ? 1; m 2 ; k), while the absence of a ? indicates the space-time coordinate of (m 1 ; m 2 ; k). Also, a subsript b denotes \before update", while a subsript a denotes \after" update. 
Now, because we are showing that spatial ROMKF is a special case of the proposed spatiotemporal Kalman lter, h MC is set to zero. The update equations for this case are derived from hold, where diagfQ 0 d g ! 1 denotes a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are approaching 1. For the case where Q dd is assumed diagonal, an assumption which is universally used in practical ROMKF implementations, the limits (31) and (32) can easily be shown to hold. Therefore, ROMKF, as proposed in 4], is a special case of the spatio-temporal reduced order model Kalman lter proposed in this paper. Results of the rst simulation are provided: \a" is the original image, \b" is the degraded image, \c" is the homogeneous mean modeled result, \d" is the residual mean modeled result, and \e" is the iterated temporal lter with residual mean modeling result. Figure 9 : Results of the second simulation are provided for the last image in the progressive sequence (40dB noise): \a" is the original image, \b" is the degraded image, \c" is the spatial only residual mean modeled result, \d" is the result using the spatio-temporal residual mean modeled lter, and \e" is the POCS result. Figure 10 : Results of the third simulation are provided for the last image in the interlaced sequence: \a" is the spatial only ROMKF result, \b" is the spatial only residual mean modeled result, and \c" is the result using the proposed spatio-temporal lter.
